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ABSTRACT: While much work has been devoted to
nanoscale assembly of functional materials, selective
reversible assembly of components in the nanoscale
pattern at selective sites has received much less attention.
Exerting such a reversible control of the assembly process
will make it possible to fine-tune the functional properties
of the assembly and to realize more complex designs.
Herein, by taking advantage of different binding affinities
of biotin and desthiobiotin toward streptavidin, we
demonstrate selective and reversible decoration of DNA
origami tiles with streptavidin, including revealing an
encrypted Morse code “NANO” and reversible exchange
of uppercase letter “I” with lowercase “i”. The yields of the
conjugations are high (>90%), and the process is
reversible. We expect this versatile conjugation technique
to be widely applicable with different nanomaterials and
templates.

Programmable assembly of functional materials at the
nanometer scale with designed patterns has received

increasing attention in scientific research and engineering,
because of its potential applications in electronics, photonics,
and medicine.1 An excellent example of recent success in
programmable assembly of nanomaterials was the development
of structural DNA1a and DNA origami1b as a template for
assembly of functional components such as nanoparticles,2

quantum dots,3 carbon nanotubes,4 and proteins.5 More recent
advances in design,6 large-scale patterning,7 and assembly of
DNA structures in one dimension (1D),8 2D,9 and 3D10 offer a
path toward practical applications.11 While tremendous
progress has been made in the assembly of these components
with excellent spatial resolution,12 a significant gap remains in
our ability to achieve selectively reversible assembly of certain
component(s) at specific site(s); exerting such a level of control
of the assembly process will make it possible to fine-tune the
functional properties of the real-time assembly and to realize
more complex designs by replacing one component of the
assembly with another in subsequent assembly steps. Reversible
processes are common in biology as well as in large-scale
engineering systems with many important functions. For
example, the reversible process in protein synthesis makes it
possible to proof-read and correct errors in incorporation of
wrong amino acids with a similar structure.
Despite such examples of programmable, reversible control

of the processes both in biology and in bulk-scale engineering

systems, very few processes in nanoscale assembly demonstrate
similar controllability.13 One successful strategy to achieve
selective, reversible nanoscale binding is through the use of
complementary DNA, invasive DNA strands, or toe-hold DNA
designs.14 These techniques have been widely applied for use in
DNA walkers and DNA motors that follow preprogrammed
paths.15 In addition, the use of catalytic DNA or DNAzymes for
proof-reading and error corrections of DNA-templated
assembly of nanoparticles have been demonstrated.13b While
the technique is useful, the use of DNA hybridization-based
conjugation is limited to buffered conditions similar to that
found in the cellular environment. In contrast, covalent
conjugation techniques form stable linkages but typically suffer
from lower yields and require specific reaction conditions.
Consequently there are few examples of completely reversible
bonding under mild conditions.
Herein we demonstrate for the first time the use of a

combination of biotinylated and desthiobiotinylated DNA to
achieve selective and reversible binding of streptavidin protein
on a DNA origami template. Applications in reversible
encoding and decoding of a nanoscale Morse code message
on a DNA origami template, as well as in the reversible
transformation of a DNA origami image are also presented.
The biotin−avidin conjugation pair is widely used in

nanoscale science and technology today, thanks to the
conjugation’s exceptional stability and selectivity while
requiring only mild conditions.16 As a result, it is commonly
used to functionalize nanomaterials such as metal nanoparticles,
quantum dots, carbon nanotubes, and proteins, as well as on a
variety of surfaces, many of which are available commercially. A
significant shortcoming of this conjugation, however, is its near
irreversibility. Due to the extraordinarily strong binding affinity
of the interaction (Kd ≈ 10−15 M), a combination of high
temperature, extreme pH, and other chaotropic elements are
required to disrupt it.16a,17 Since those disruption forces often
destabilize or even destroy the materials on which the
conjugation pair reside (double-stranded DNA, proteins,
nanoparticles), such a reaction is incompatible for many
systems for which dynamic and reversible assembly and
disassembly would be needed.
Desthiobiotin, with a binding affinity to streptavidin ∼10 000

times weaker than biotin (Kd ≈ 10−11 M), has long been used
with solid supports to purify biotin-binding proteins under mild
conditions by competition with free biotin in solution.17a,18
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However, to our knowledge this has not yet been exploited for
nanoscale assembly. To demonstrate its utility in selective and
reversible assembly, we first compared the binding of both
biotinylated and desthiobiotinylated DNA strands with
streptavidin.
To illustrate the binding and release of streptavidin from the

functionalized DNA, either biotinylated or desthiobiotinylated
DNA strands were incubated with an excess of streptavidin for
2 h. The mixtures were then treated with 5 mM biotin
overnight and analyzed by a gel shift assay. As shown in Figure
1B, upon incubation with streptavidin, both biotinylated and

desthiobiotinylated DNA strands in lanes 1 and 2 transformed
into discrete, higher-molecular weight products (see lanes 3 and
4), indicating specific conjugation of the streptavidin with both
DNA strands. In contrast, subsequent treatment of both
conjugates with excess biotin at room temperature resulted in a
different migration of the bands on the gel. While addition of
excess biotin did not change the position of the biotinylated
DNA strand, the addition under the same conditions resulted in
a complete reversal of the conjugated high-molecular weight to
the lower-molecular weight of free desthiobiotinylated DNA.
These results reveal the competitive binding mechanism
whereby biotin specifically replaces the weaker binding
desthiobiotin from streptavidin, effectively reversing the
conjugation process. The process was repeated by recovering
the free desthiobiotinylated DNA strand and again incubating
with free streptavidin, confirming that the binding is fully
reversible and that no observable degradation of desthiobiotin
occurred during the process.

Having demonstrated full reversibility of the desthiobiotin-
ylated DNA system binding to streptavidin, we then explored
its application in reversible nanoscale assemblies for message
encryption. In our everyday lives, important messages are often
encrypted before transmission and then reversed to reveal the
original message to protect the privacy of the communications.
To illustrate the nanoscale control of binding and unbinding of
proteins to a nanoscale template, and to use biotin as a key to
decrypt an encrypted message at the nanoscale, we took
advantage of the rectangular 100 × 70 nm2 DNA origami tile as
first described by Rothemund.1b Since each of the 226 strands
are uniquely indexed on the tile, site-specific modification on
the DNA origami tile is a simple process of picking and
functionalizing the desired strands based on a diagram of the
staple strands.5b The resulting protein patterns on each tile can
be revealed by obtaining height images under an atomic force
microscope.
Invented in the 1840s, Morse code was the prevalent

language of telecommunication for most of the 19th and into
the 20th century. Following the dots and dashes that make up
Morse code, we constructed a message using proteins while
simultaneously “encrypting” the message with excess proteins
(Figure 2A). To design the nano-Morse codes, a “primary”
pattern or masked message is first defined by selecting a series
of staple strands that gives the best representation of the
original design. Within this pattern of sequences, it is then
possible to incorporate a “secondary” design, or hidden
message or code. The secondary design consists of sequences
that are modified with biotin while the remaining staple strands
of the primary design are functionalized with desthiobiotin. As a
result, the primary design will be visible after streptavidin
incubation, and the secondary design or decoded message will
be revealed after incubation with biotin.
To realize the encrypted Morse code, we designed an

origami tile consisting of 9 desthiobiotinylated and 15
biotinylated staple strands to encode the word “NANO.” In
the current design, each row represents one letter, with two
proteins representing a dash and a single protein corresponding
to a dot within the Morse code (Figure 2). Translated, the
encrypted message generated by incubating the tile with
streptavidin represents a nonsensical encrypted message
(Figure 2A). However, upon subsequent addition of the
“decoder”, the original intended message “NANO” is revealed
(Figure 2B).
Based on the above design, a mixture of biotin- and

desthiobiotin-modified staple strands representing specific
positions within the origami scaffold as well as other
unmodified staple strands was annealed from 90 to 20 °C
over 5 h to form the desired origami structure. After removing
excess staple strands, the formed tiles were allowed to incubate
with an excess of streptavidin overnight. Subsequent high-
resolution AFM reveals a 4 × 3 array of dashes (each consisting
of two proteins) (Figure 2C), as predicted in our scheme. The
measured height of the DNA tile and protein are 1.7 and 4 nm,
respectively, in excellent agreement with the known dimensions
of these biomolecules.
Next, to demonstrate selective release of protein from the

origami template and thus “decrypt” the nanoscale Morse code,
the protein-decorated tiles were treated with an excess of biotin,
initiating the competitive binding between the free biotin and
desthiobiotin-bound streptavidin. The AFM images in Figure
2D show that the addition of biotin was able to reveal the
hidden Morse code message “NANO”.

Figure 1. (A) Chemical structures and schematic illustrations of the
competitive binding between biotinylated and desthiobiotinylated
DNA strands toward biotin. (B) Native gel shift assay showing
biotinylated and desthiobiotinylated DNA strands before (lanes 1 and
2, respectively), after incubation with streptavidin (lanes 3 and 4,
respectively), and then after treatment with excess biotin (lanes 5 and
6, respectively).
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AFM analysis of eight well-formed, encrypted nano-Morse
code tiles similar to those shown in Figure 2C reveal that 90%
of the streptavidin had bound correctly. Interestingly, the
percentage of the streptavidin correctly bound to biotin-
modified staple strands was ∼95%, while the same tiles only
had ∼84% bound correctly to desthiobiotinylated modified
strands. This discrepancy is likely due to the weaker binding
affinity of desthiobiotin to streptavidin than that of biotin.
Furthermore, even with minimal tapping force between the
AFM probe and the sample, it is conceivable that some proteins
were removed through tip interactions. Because of the
differences in affinity for streptavidin, more desthiobiotin-
bound streptavidin would be dislodged than the biotin-bound
proteins. Following incubation with biotin to displace
desthiobiotin-bound streptavidin, an analysis of 8 well-formed
tiles similar to those shown in Figure 2D shows that
approximately 96% of proteins are correctly bound, confirming
reversible assembly in high yield.
To further demonstrate the versatility and reversibility of the

method described here, we designed an “I” pattern, again made
from a combination of biotin and desthiobiotin modifications
(Figure 3A). Upon initial addition of streptavidin, the capital I
pattern is visible under AFM. Upon incubation with an excess
of biotin in solution, the stronger binding between the biotin−
streptavidin replaces and removes the streptavidin bound to
desthiobiotin on the surface and subsequently, the expected
lower case “i” becomes visible. Finally, we demonstrate the
availability of the newly unmasked desthiobiotin sites by
washing away the excess biotin and protein and incubating
further with streptavidin, which is now free to bind once again
to the newly exposed desthiobiotin moieties on the surface of
the DNA tile.
Furthermore, due to the small separation between biotin and

desthiobiotin modifications in this design, we were able to
investigate whether the spacing between conjugated streptavi-
din would hinder the binding or release of the protein from
desthiobiotin in the presence of excess biotin. AFM data
suggests that the close proximity of the binding sites were not a
factor, as the initial incubation of the tiles shows a majority of
well-formed patterns on the DNA tiles. Following overnight
incubation with biotin at 4 °C, more than 90% of the tiles were
successfully converted to a lower case “i” pattern, again

suggesting the efficient and competitive release of proteins
attached to desthiobiotin. For the final step, we demonstrate
the availability of desthiobiotin sites for subsequent function-
alization by incubating again with streptavidin after removing
released protein and biotin. AFM imaging shows greater than
70% of the desthiobiotin sites available on the tiles were bound
to streptavidin, demonstrating the reversible nature of the
conjugation.
In conclusion, we have taken advantage of the different

binding affinities of biotin and desthiobiotin toward streptavi-
din and demonstrated for the first time selective and reversible
decoration of DNA origami tiles with streptavidin. In the first
demonstration of such a versatile approach, we showed that an
encrypted Morse code message could be revealed after addition
of biotin to replace desthiobiotin-bound streptavidin. In a
further demonstration of reversibility, a pattern of letter “I” was
replaced with “i” first, and then restored back to “I”. The yields
of the conjugations are high (>90%) and the process is

Figure 2. Design of the encrypted nano-Morse code tile with corresponding code translation. An illustration of the encrypted and decrypted Morse
code designs displaying the nonsense coded message “OOOO” and the hidden message “NANO”. (A) AFM images of tiles displaying encrypted
message “OOOO” and (B) decrypted Morse code message “NANO” after biotin addition. Scale bar = 70 nm.

Figure 3. (A) Design of an uppercase “I” and lower case “i” as revealed
by atomic force microscopy. (B) First incubation of functionalized tiles
with streptavidin, revealing the capital “I” feature. (C) Subsequent
incubation with excess biotin selectively removes streptavidin bound to
desthiobiotin modifications, revealing the lower case “i.” (D) After
washing, newly introduced streptavidin is allowed to bind to free
desthiobiotin sites, recovering the capital “I” pattern on the DNA tile.
Scale bar = 70 nm.
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reversible. The competitive replacement of proteins demon-
strated here is not limited to the biotin/desthiobiotin
interaction, and the basic technique presented here should
find wide applications within the fields of nanoeletronics,
photonics, and biomedicine where it is desirable for researchers
to create nanoscale assemblies with programmable capture and
release of nanomaterials.
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